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Figure 1: Skeletonotator is a web-based annotation tool that creates human activity data sets using 2D skeletonized poses.

ABSTRACT
Human activity data sets are fundamental for intelligent
activity recognition in context-aware computing and intelligent video analysis. Surveillance videos include rich human
activity data that are more realistic compared to data collected from a controlled environment. However, there are
several challenges in annotating large data sets: 1) inappropriateness for crowd-sourcing because of public privacy, and
2) tediousness to manually select activities of people from
busy scenes.

We present Skeletonotator, a web-based annotation tool
that creates human activity data sets using anonymous skeletonized poses. The tool generates 2D skeletons from surveillance videos using computer vision techniques, and visualizes and plays back the skeletonized poses. Skeletons are
tracked between frames, and a unique id is automatically
assigned to each skeleton. For the annotation process, users
can add annotations by selecting the target skeleton and applying activity labels to a particular time period, while only
watching skeletonized poses. The tool outputs human activity data sets which include the type of activity, relevant skeletons, and timestamps. We plan to open source Skeletonotator
together with our data sets for future researchers.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile
computing systems and tools; • Computing methodologies
→ Activity recognition and understanding.
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INTRODUCTION

Vision-based human activity recognition is fundamental for
context-aware computing and automatic video analysis. It
can open up the possibility of natural human-computer interfaces, such as using natural body language as input to
manipulate robotic interfaces [7], and can contribute to categorizing large amounts of video [5]. For reliable activity
recognition, preparing an extensive annotated data set is an
essential process but is often a tedious and time-consuming
task.
To facilitate the video annotation process, several webbased tools have been introduced for the crowd-sourcing
of annotations [1, 5, 6]. However, these tools still use raw
videos as input, which is challenging for annotating large
surveillance data sets collected in-the-wild in terms of public
privacy. Ciliberto et al [3] used anonymized 3D skeletons
to maintain occupant’s privacy for activity annotation of a
single person. We build upon this work by using 2D skeleton representations of videos and applying it to scenes with
many people. Individual skeletons can be tracked over multiple frames eliminating the need for users to manually mark
bounding areas when targeting individuals for specific annotations [1].
In this demonstration, we present Skeletonotator, a webbased annotation tool that we developed to annotate a human
activity data set collected in our office while maintaining
privacy. Our tool generates 2D skeletons from surveillance
videos using computer vision techniques, visualizes, and
plays back the skeletonized poses. Skeletons are tracked
between frames, and a unique id is automatically assigned
to each skeleton. For annotation, users can annotate single
activities as well as collective activities by selecting corresponding skeletons. The tool outputs human activity data
sets, which include the type of activity, relevant skeletons,
and timestamps.
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from the OpenPose library [2]. The tool enables users to
watch and playback skeletonized frames akin to manipulating videos, and supports timeline-based annotation similar
to existing video annotation tools [4] (Figure 1).
Interface
The interface is composed of four panels: a) source panel, b)
video panel, c) label panel and d) timeline panel, as shown in
Figure 3. Users can select a target data set from a drop-down
menu in the source panel; then the video panel displays skeletonized video frames. Users can playback skeletons with
custom speed by scrubbing the control bar or pressing the
hotkeys (<,>,-.+). The label panel on the right displays predefined labels as buttons, but users can also create new custom
labels at any time. The system automatically generates and
tracks unique id for each occupants’ skeletons, and displays
different colours for each (Figure 2). For annotation, users
can click the relevant skeletons from the video panel (singular
or multiple), then click corresponding labels. The annotated
results are shown in the timeline panel to keep track of annotations, and each skeleton owns its timeline panel which
can be viewed by clicking the skeleton id on the top of the
timeline panel.

SKELETONOTATOR

Skeletonotator is a web-based annotation tool that supports
creating crowd-sourced human activity data sets using anonymous skeletonized poses generated from surveillance videos
(Figure 5). The system generates skeleton data frame-byframe from video input using computer vision (CV) results

Figure 2: Annotation Tool Workflow
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Annotation Output

Implementation

Once users have finished annotating a data set, they can
export the annotations as a JSON file. The structure of the
annotation is shown in Figure 4. The annotations are assigned to each skeleton with unique person id. Each type of
activities are labelled with corresponding timestamp (starting and ending time).

The OpenPose library was used to recognize the occupants’
embodied poses from the collected videos and generate skeletons based on 25 key points as shown in Figure 2. JSON files
corresponding to each frame in the video are generated, containing key points for each of the occupants in the video.
To facilitate annotation, we need a reliable and consistent
identifier between frames during sequences. We obtain this
identifier by tracking the head of each individual. After finding initial head keypoints in a series of frames, we track the
head forward and backward during those sequences. When
we momentarily lose detection, we perform matching between sequences by determining if the head in frame n is
the same as that in an earlier frame series: at frame n − i
(for i > 1). We use the heads found at the boundary of sequences and use a distance threshold. Frame u contains the
head at position hu , which is the head we have before losing
tracking. Frame v contains the head that appears in a new
sequence after the tracking error. The heads match when
they are within a heuristically determined threshold T , that
depends on both time i and distance h:
||hun−i − hvn || < T (i, hun−i )

Figure 4: Structure of annotated data from Skeletonotator

Three local workstations with NVIDIA Quadro P6000
graphics cards were used to process 1,920 hours of video
data. We decomposed the processing of files into tasks and
developed a job management script in Python to distribute
them as jobs. Synchronization was performed using Amazon’s Simple Queue Service (SQS). During processing, each
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Figure 5: Annotation Tool Workflow

workstation retrieves a video from the file server, performs
OpenPose [2] processing, then finally stores the results back
onto the file server. To efficiently manage a large amount
of data, We used a custom Node.js server to serve the webbased playback tool as well as a concatenated version of the
selected skeleton data set. The tool was written in JavaScript
and HTML5.
3

DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

Our web-based Skeletonotator tool proposes a solution to
anonymize surveillance videos to support a crowd-sourced
annotation process. Our tool generates and tracks skeletons
for each occupant in the video, and lets users annotate labels
to corresponding occupants without creating bounding areas
on the video images. Using single or multiple selection, users
can annotate both single activities, and group activities, like
discussions or queuing. Skeletonotator will be open-sourced
to support Ubicomp researchers in preparing datasets of
human behiavours and activities for vision-based activity
recognition.
We internally applied our tool to annotate group human
activities within office contexts and validated that we can
label human activities using body orientations, head orientations, and poses of legs and arms derived from 2D skeletons.
Bench marking of our tool using ground truth data still needs
to be performed in order to validate how accurate it is to
annotate activities using observations based on abstract 2D
skeletons only. Future work will investigate which type of
human activities are specifically feasible to be annotated
using our tool.
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